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Significance of the Study
It would be extremely difficult to InTestigate the Intrafamilial xe-
lationship between schizophrenic children and less emotionally disturbed
children without first examining the i*family** and its many ccm^lexltles*
When we explore the area of personal and social adjustment that Is con¬
cerned with the c(aicept of **famlly'' we automatically delve Into a highly
conplex area of human relations*
The family both in structure and In function repre¬
sents an amalgamation and is cooplex in tnro senses* As
an abstraction it represents Innumerable differing indi¬
vidual families^ each with a significance for those who
compose it; secondly^ it contains a wide range of ac¬
tivities and values that represent a gathering of various
distinctive interests about that central core which we can
best describe as domesticity*^
Consequently, when dealing with families, we are forced to recognize
that the environmental influences to which each home reacts are many
rather than one*
The family itself when considered as a totality of
experience furnished a series of environments>each acting
tpon the meobers in interaction and vpon the meaning of
their common relationship*^
It is useful to think of the family as a carrier of elements pre¬
disposed both to mental illness and to mental health* Attitudes of
j
parents toward their children during the early stages of development give





them either a feeling of belonging or one of rejection* The child bom
Into a warm, receptive environment develc^ a sense of security and sees
his world as a secure place in which to live* On the other hand if he
is bom into a cold, rejecting environment and is left to grow and de¬
velop in this type of environment, he begins to feel unloved and rejected*
As a result he develops feelings of hostility and resentment and sees his
world as being hostile and rejecting* This pattern of behavior is seen
in all of his relationships with others in his environment* Since it has
been found that behavior problems or abnormal personality adjustment are
likely to develop when the relationships are uidiealthy dttring the early
stages of the child's life, close inspectim of the inner emotional life
of the family, i*e*, degres of success or failure of adaptation in the
paired family roles of husband and wife, father and mother, parent and
child, is im^rtant because these relationships bear directly on the
question of staying well or getting sick*^
The concept that a child's behavior reflects his at¬
tempt to adjust to a series of tensioxwproducing situations
is fundamental to the diagnostic stu^y of children* The
well-adjusted child's methods of adaptation are personally
gratifying and socially appropriate* The emotionally dis¬
abled child's adaptatlve attenets are ineffectual axui only
partially satisfying, and they may be esqperlenced internal¬
ly as distressing syn^toms* As outer signs of the disabili¬
ty they nay be manifested in behavior which is socially un¬
acceptable and often disturbing to others*^
To focus our attention on the study- at hand — intrafamilial relation¬
ships of schizophrenic children as con^pared with less emotionally disturbed
^Irene 1!, JosMlyn, Psychosocial Development of Children (Mew York,
19U8)*
^Group for the Advancement of-Psychiatry, The Diagnostic Process In
Child Psychiatry (New York, 1957), p* 317*
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children ~ it is thought appropriate to consider soiae of the theories re¬
lative to schizophrenia and less emotionally disturbing behavior problems*
Bender^ who has had an unusually wide experience with
childhood schizophrenia, believes that it is a clinical
entity, a form of encephalopathy occurring at different
points in the deve].opmental curves of organism and
interfering in a characteristic way with the normal de-
velt^mental pattern both at the biological and at the so¬
cial jjersonalliy levels* m her opinion there is pathology
both in behavior that is patterned ly the vegetative nerv¬
ous system and in motor, perceptual, intellectual, emo¬
tional and social functions* There is, she states, a lag
in maturation within the emkryologlcal level of develop¬
ment in all the areas that are the basis or prerequisite of
future behavior*!
Kaimer believes that childhood schizophrenia is solely
a psydiogenlcally determined illness resulting from the
child* s failure to receive any show of warmth or zmsponslve-
ness from refrigerated parents who cannot defrost*^
English and Pearson prc^ose that emotionally maldevelp^anent herein classi¬
fied as "less emotionally dlstuibed," is bro\ight about by particular situa¬
tions which are most prone to Interfere with the course of growing tp emo¬
tionally* They classify these situations into three types*
1* The subjection of the child during his years of develop-
. ment to unusual fortunes*
2* The subjection of the child during his period of develop¬
ment to adverse and unwholescane parental attitudes*
3* The overstimulation of the child during his period of de¬
velopment through seduction by adults and older children*^
^Lauretta Bender, American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XVII (19U7),
UO-56i quoted in Arthur P* Noyes, Modem Cflinical Psychiatry (Philadelphia,
1957), p. 391,
^Leo Kanneri Journal of :^(aatrics, XXV (19UU), 211-217, quoted in
Arthur P* Noyes, kodem Clinical Psychiatry (Philadelphia, 1957), pp* 390-391.
^0, Spurgeon English and Gerald H* J, Pearson, Common Neuroses of
Children and Adults (New York, 1937), p* 52.
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A coiDparative study of tlK above referred to categories of childhood
distuxbances may shoir what significant differences or similarities existed
in the early intrafamilial relationships of children who became schiso¬
phrenic and of those who were considered less emotionally disturbed* This
study will assist the writer in developing a better understanding of the
two distuxbances; also in the recognition of syn^otomatology which dis¬
tinguishes one illness from the other.
Purposes of the Study
1. To gather information concerning the intrafamilial esqperiences of
schizophrenic children and less emotionally disturbed children,
2, To describe the intrafamilial relationship of schizophrenic children
and the less emotionally disturbed children,
3* To compare the findings of the two groups,
Ifethod of Procedure
In conducting this study from December 1, 1958 through February 27,
1959> the case study method was utilized* A schedule^ was designed as
a guide for collecting and recording data taken from the active files of
Northvllle State Hospital and Hawthorne Center located in Northvllle,
Michigan,
Available for this study were the records of eighty-two patients be¬
tween the ages of seven and seventeen at KorthvlUe State Hospital, sixty
males and twenty-two females. Forty of these patients were diagnosed as
schizophrenic, Slxty-one in-patients between the ages of six and fifteen
^15ee Appendix,
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■were at Hawthorne Center, including forty-four males and seven'teen females*
Of this number fifty-two had a diagnosis placing them in the less emotional¬
ly disturbed category.
Selection of patients was acconplished by assigning to the records of
the child and adolescent patients at Northvllle State Hospital numbers 00
to i;0; patients at Hawthorne Cen'ber were given numbers 00-52* For each
institution 'twenty cases were selected* A table of random numbers was
used in the selection of the sanqple*
The case record of each child was studied by the writer. Information
contained■therein was posted in the appropriate categoiy on the schedule*
Indices for con^>arlng schizophrenic children as ccmqpared with less emo¬
tionally disturbed children was set up as followst
1* Conditions Inmediately Prior to Admission.
2* General Information Concerning Parents*




This stu<^ was confined to the examination of case records of ■twenty
schizophrenic children at North'vLlle State Hospital, Northvllle, Michigan
and twenty less emotionally disturbed children at Hawthorne Center, North-
ville, Michigan* The children of both groups were within the seven to
seventeen age group. The limitations rest in the fact that all data col¬
lected were taken from case records which were ■written by persons other than
the ■writer, without the benefit of personal interviews with the patient.
6
relatives^ or other informed persons. ' It is of tii^>OTtance to state that
the writer did not challenge the established diagnosis of these children
or atteopt to describe the characteristics or nature of the behavior of





The setting for this study was Northville State Hospital and Eairbhome
Center. Both institutions are located in Northrille, Iflchigan.
Northville State Hospital is one of six psychiatric hospitals operated
by the Michigan Department of Ifental Health for the care and treatment of the
mentally ill^ those addicted to narcotics or alcohol^ and for training
and research in the field of psychiatry, and allied professional dis¬
ciplines.^ The hospital, noir seven years old, received its first patients
on January l5, 1952. It has groirn steadily from a population of 25 to its
present population of 2,600 patients.^
The hospital is divided into three branches) Medical and Clinical,
Patient Care and Administration. The Clinical Director is responsible
for all patient care and medical services. Including the P^chology. De¬
partment, the Social Services Depairtment, the Occupational Therapy De¬
partment, the Department of Psychiatry, the Medical Clinic and the hospital
laboratories.
Patients are committed to the hospital ly the Probate Court of their
particular County. (The hospital primarily serves residents of Wayne
County), petitions for comnltment may be made by immediate relatives.
%orthville State Hospital, "A Short Story of Northville State Hos¬
pital" (Northville, Michigan, 1957)# p* 1* (Mimeographed.)
Northville State Hospital, "Teamrork Is The Key of Mental Xllness"
(Northville, Michigan, 1957)# p* 1 (Mimeographed.)
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guardiansythe sheriff^ or supervisor of ai^ township^ ^ peace officers,
or by other persons ccsisldered suitable by the Probate Judge*
Those patients who desire entering the hospital cm a voluntary basis
must be interviewed by the medical s\Q)erintendent* This Interview is re¬
quired by the hospital for the purpose of determining whether the patient
is in need of hospital care and treatment, or whether he is in need of
other possible services other than hospitalization*
The treatment program at the hospital is geared to a multl-disclpll-
nary approach with the pssrchlatrist acting as team leader and with all pro¬
fessional disciplines working closely with him* Other members Of the team
are the psychiatric nurse, the peychologist, the psychiatrist social worker,
ti» occupational therapist, the recreational therapist, the psychiatric aide,
the special education teacher, the hospital chaplains, and the representative
from the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation* Enhancing the services of
the professional team are also the numerous number of volunteers who play
a large part in the total hospital program*
The social service department is con^osed of the director, a supervisor
of social work extramural activities , an administrative supervisor of
social service, and a social work education supervisor, as well as a social
work student st^ervisor* There are altogether eight staff social workers
and nine second year graduate students, as well as an admission social
worker, a social service receptionist, and a discharge clerk* The director,
supervlsora and staff social workers are professionally trained and hold
masters degrees ffom «n accredited school of social work*
The social service department operates as a link between the patient
and the community* This is the accepted traditional function* The
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psychiatric social worker's role is that of helping the patient adjust
to an institutional setting and working toward his eventual return to
the community. This ties in closely with an article on "The Role of the
Psychiatric Social Worker,"
Discussion on the role which psychiatric social work
should assume in the psychiatric hospital rests tqpon a
number of basic concepts concerning the function of the
psychiatric hospital itself. The goal of treatment is
seen as return to community living, with the fullest uti¬
lization of all medical resources for the personal, social
and vocational rehabilitation of the patient.
The social case worker deals with a wide range of
social and personal pzvblems. In order to help i^eople
who at least momentarily are unable to cope with their
own affairs the social case worker must know the tension
in their lives. He must know what can be done about
them and how they can be changed. He must also under¬
stand what the person feels, how he deals with his feel¬
ings, and how this way of responding serves him in the
light of his present life pressures, past experiences and
future aspirations. It la only with this understanding
of the person and of what his problem means to him in his
present life situation that environmental stresses m£y be
effectively modified and the individual's participation
engs^ed in the recovery of self-reliance,^
The children's unit of the hospital, with which this study is concerned,
was started in February, 1956 in response to tte growing need to provide
long-term care for emotionally dlstuibed children. In the beginning, in¬
take was limited to the children aged six or over whose emotional problems
necessitated long-term care. The Children's Administrator screens all
admissions. He is responsible for the social service, occupational therapy,
medical, and nursing departments adapting their services to the program,^
^Groiq? For the Ad'rancement of Psychiatry, "The Psychiatric Social Worker
In The psychiatric Hospital," Report No, 2, Topeka, Kansast January, 19U6,
pp* 1-2,
^Barbara Blair, "The Contribution of Social Work IQiowledge To Ward Per¬
sonnel At The children's^unit of Northyille State Hospital,"(Northville,
Michigan, 1957), p, 2, (Mimeographed,)
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Most of the children are committed on court order, but many of them
have been admitted on the basis of voluntary commitment filed by their
parents* The State of Michigan agrees to a parent having a child volun¬
tarily admitted to the hospital until his 21st birthday* AH forms of
thercpy am available to the children as may be required except that
somatic therapies are not generally given them* Individual psychotherapy
is limited largely because of staff limitations, and the degree of dis¬
turbance is such that most of the children are not amenable to this type
of therapy* The primary treatment technique is milieu therapy of a
patterned aort*^
The children aire placed on wards accor'ding to age and sex* Oneward
is composed of boys from the age of six to adolescence, one con^osed of
adolescent girls, and one of adolescent beys* On each ward there is a
ward doctor (psychiatric resident), a psychiatric nurse and a psychiatric
social worker*
The ward doctor is responsible for the overall manage¬
ment of the ward and is responsible to the hospital adminis¬
trator* The nurse is responsible for instituting controls
beyond the verbal control level* The social worker, in
addition to doing casework with the parents represents a
permissive figure having no authority to institute con-
trt>ls other than on a verbal level, but, at the same time,
the children relate to the social worker when in need of
control, when the doctor is not available, and when they
have im^rtant matters to be brought to the attention of
personnel, parents or doctor, and do not wish to epproach
them directly*2
The hospital provides a fecial education pre^am for the children*
There are three teachers in the educational department* One teacher teaches
^Letter from Dr* Robert R* Toder (Children's Unit Administrator, North-
ville State Hospital, Northville, Michigan, April l6, 1959)*
^Barbara Blair, op* cit*, pp* 3-U*
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the elezneataiy grades, working with those children who can benefit frran
such a program, one teacher teaches the intermediate grades, and one teacher
teaches high school grades* A requirement of the hospital is that these
teachers have some training in special education for the teaching of men¬
tally ill children*
The recreational program is geared toward helping the children learn
to relate to each other through wholesome activity. The type of activities
planned are rides, ball games, walks, swimming and use of the playground*
A psychiatric aide acconQ)anies the children dn these activities*
Hawthorne Center
Hawthorne Center, an institution for emotionally
disturbed children^ was opened June, 1^56* It was
felt, at this time, that there was a sisable ntmiber
of children who needed more and a different kind of
help than they could receive on an out-patient basis
at the various clinics in the state of Michigan*^
Children are selected for treatment on the basis that they can be worked
with, and seem to show some potential for ii^rovement within a year or less*
Usually these children have found it difficult to adjust to their home and
school situation, and are in need of a more controlled type of setting* They
are kept for a period of one year* If at the end of a year they show no
inprovement they are refeired to another agency* The types of illness treated
are psychoneurotic behavior, psychosomatic behavior, and some schizophrenia*
2
Only those patients who show s(nne potential for inQ;>rovement are accepted*
The staff consists of a director, eleven p^chiatrists, five psychologists,
^Letter from Miss Autheta Burks (Psychiatric Social Worker, Hawthorne
Center, Northville, Michigan, April 20, 1959)*
^Interview with l£Lss Ruth Copeland(Uirector of the Social'Service De-
partanent, Hawthorne Center, Horthville, Michigan, February 2U, 1959)*
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seventeen nurses and five social workers*
••Inherent in the type of setting is the milieu type of therapy**^
Treatment also consists of individual psychotherapy which is done by the
psychiatristsy psychologists and the social workers* Staff meetings are held
weekly at which time the doctor, social workers, ntirses, other therapists
and child care workers come together to discuss the behavior of each child
and ways of handling this behavior. There are also weekly meetings of the
school personnel and the therapists, and weekly meetings of the Day and
Nursery School Staff* Once a week there is a two-hour staffing on one
child by the total staff*
The physical structiire of the Center includes a main building in which
the offices and out-patient clinic is located. In this building is also
located the ward which contains twenty-four beds, the school, 0* T, Shops,
maintenance shop, gym and swiomiing pool* In back of the main building
there are five cottages, one of which is used for the Day and Nxirsezy School*
The other cottages are used for the in-patients, three for boys and one for
girls* Each cottage houses from seven to eleven children* In each cottage
there is a living room, runpus room, dining room, kitchen, bedrooms for the
children, bedroom for staff and a small office*
The educational program at the Center is geared to meet the needs of
the child* There are five special education teachers, five special readii^
teachers, some of whom give speech therapy, and two occupational therapy
teachers* The Center also provides a Day and Nursery School for out-patients
only who need special help which the public school in the area does not offer*
The classes are kept small, not more than eight or nine*
Recreational facilities Include a swimming pool, gymnasium, baseball
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fields badminton, skating pond and sledding* The children nre permitted
to go to the monrles, fishing, boirling, to the musems and other places
of intez^st, to professional fdotbalX smd baseball games, to the beaches
in the summer and to cook-outs*
The social worker's role is one of doing intake, working with parents
of both in^-patlents and out-patients, giving individual theraj^ to a small
number of in-patients under the siqjervislon of the psychiatrist, and as¬
sisting in the placement of children x^on completion of treatment with
follow-tq? services*^
^Letter from Miss Autheta Burke, op* cit*
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
In studying the two groups of children >- schizophrenic and less emo¬
tionally disturbed children ~ It was found that the ratio was four boys to
one girl for the schizophrenic group^ and three boys to one gLrl for the
less emotionally disturbed group* The age range for the schizophrenic
group was more variable than for the less emotionally disturbed group*
The largest number of children In the schizophrenic group were In the fifth
grade on admission^ and the largest zmnher of children In the less mnotlonal-
ly disturbed groiq> were In the sixth grade on admission* Five of the chil¬
dren In ^ schizophrenic group had no schooling*
Sources of referral for the less emotionally disturbed children were
clinics 9 schools and private ph^lclans^ with the largest number of re¬
ferrals coming from the schools* The presenting syii^>toms were aggressive^
destructive behavior^ poor academic performance, truancy, fire-setting, and
an Inability to get along with peer groups*
Sources of referral for the schizophrenic children were child guidance
clinics, short term residential treatment centers, and the ^venlle courts*
The yoimger children of this group presented symptoms such as an inability
to fora object relationships, bizarre Inappropriate behavior, and an ina¬
bility to respond to any showing of warmth and affection* The older chil¬
dren In this groiq) presented behavior similar to that of the less emotional¬
ly disturbed children — aggressive acting-out behavior, difficulty in re¬
lating to peers, and stHoe sexual preoccupation*
lU
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Conditions Imnediately Prior to Admission
On admission it was found that twelve of the schizophrenic children
lived with their natural parents, two children lived with the father only;
three children lived with the mother only; one child lived with the mother
and 8tep*father;one child lived in a boarding home; and one child lived
in a specialized institution for delinquents* Eleven of the less emo¬
tionally disturbed children lived with both natural parents; three children
lived with the mother only; one child lived with the father and step-mother;
one child lived with the mother and step-father; one child lived in a pri¬
vate foster home; one child lived in a boarding home; one child lived in
an institution for dependent care, and one child lived in a specialized
institution for delinquents* The number of children in both groups living
with both natural parents was cou^aratlvely small, twelve compared to eleven,
but there was a larger number of less emotionally disturbed children in a
living situation other than with one or both parents than schizophrenic
children, four con^ared to two* «
All of the parents of the schizophrenic children were legally married*
However, prior to admission only thirteen were living together, five di¬
vorced, one separated, one father dead and the mother remarried* Nineteen
parents of the less emotionally disturbed children were legally married,
twelve were living together, six divorced, one mother dead and one mother
lived in a common-law relatioiiship with the patient's father* Of these
parents living together one father was in a penal institution and one
father was in a ii»ntal institution*
9f these remaining ''not-Uving-together" parents of the schizophrenic
group, two fathers had deserted, leaving the children with their mothers;
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one mother divorced the father and moved to another state leaving the
child with the father; another child's parents were divorced and the child
remained with the mother, the father being in the same state; one father
died, the mother 3remarrled and deserted the child leaving him in a training
school* Another child's parents were divorced with the child living alter¬
nate]^ with each parent* The last child was a product of divorced parents
with the father enlisting in the &ncy and the child remaining with the
mother*
Of these remaining "not-living-together" parents of the less emotional¬
ly dlstuzt)ed group, one child lived with the father and step-mother, where¬
abouts of the natural mother unknoirn; one child had a series of foster home
placements after being deserted by both parents whose idiereabouts was un¬
known; one child lived with the mother and step-father, the natural father
totally rejecting the child; one child lived with the nether and step-father,
whereabouts of the father unknown; one child was placed in an institution
for dependent care by the father after the death of the mother, the father
ass\u&ing little responsibility for the care of the child; two fathez^ de¬
serted leaving the children with their mothers; one putative father deserted
leaving the child with the mother*
General Information Concerning Parents
There were no significant differences in the age of the parents of the
two groups — schisophrenic children and less emotionally disturbed children.
The largest number of parents for both gz*oups fell between thirty-five to
forty-four years of age with sixteen parents of the schizophrenic children
and eighteen parents of the less emotionally disturbed children in this age
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bracket* Of the fathers of the schizophrenic children thirteen were em¬
ployed, three unemployed, one was in the army, whereabouts of two fathers
tinknown and one father deceased* Twelve fathers of the less emotionally
disturbed children were employed; one father self-employed, one father un¬
employed, whereabouts of four fathers unknown, one father confined in a
peiial institution, and one father confined in a mental institution* The
largest number of fathera of both g;roups were eiqpleyed in skilled or s^ii-
skiUed ^obs; the second largest number held tmskilled jobs* Jobs of a
clerical and sales nature were held mostly by fathers of the schizophrenic
children — four to one* The number of fathers engaged in professional or
managerial positions was the same for both groups* There was no information
which would lead the writer to feel that the fathers' behavior in terms of
occupational adjustment contributed materially to the mental or emotional
disturbance of the child*
In both groups relatively few motiiers were enqployed — five mothers
of the schizophrenic children as conpared to four mothers of the less emo¬
tionally disturbed childrmi* Two mothers of the schizophrenic group re¬
ceived public assistance as compared to one mother of the lless emotionally
disturbed grox:p* The remainder of the mothers for both groups were in the
home*
The education of the parents for both groups was difficult to analyze
in that case records of the schizophrenic children did not place much
emphasis on the educational achievements of the parents* Of the forty
parents of the less emotioxially disturbed diUdren, educational achievemoit
for thirteen was not listed* Of the forty parents of the schizophrenic
childroi, educational achievement for twenty-five was not listed*
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Classifloation of Parents
In determining the behavior of the child it is well to find out some¬
thing about those individuals closest to him, namely^ his parents or parent
8\u*rogates» Since the personality of the child is influenced to a great
extent by thie parent's personality or behavioral patterns, a better undei>
standing of the child results if something is known about the personality
of the parent and its effect on the i>arent-child relationship* For this
reason the writer has classified the parents of tI:Mi two groups studied —
schizophrenic children and less emotionally distuibed children ~ under
five categories*^
1* parents with sound emotiooal econony*
2* Ego-defective parents*
3* Parents who feed on their child for mental survival*
li* Narcissistic parents*
5* Parents whose neurotic equilibrium has broken down*
Esther Olickman, Child Placement Through Clinically Oriented Casework







Mother Father Total Mother Father Total
Sound Emotional
Econony 2 5 7 1 3 U
Ego-Eefective 5 6 11 2 h 6
Feed on Child for
Mental Survival
1
7 7 lU 8 3 11
Karcissistlc 2 - 2 2 6 8
Neurotic Equili¬
brium Broken
Down k 2 6 6 3 9
Insufficient
information to
Classify - - - 1 1 2
Totals 20 20 1^0 20 20 Uo
Of the tiro groups studied, seven pai^nts of the schizophrenic children
were of sound emotional econnqr ccsnpared to four of the less emotionally
disturbed children, parents were classified under this category if the
case records Indicated that they possessed enough emotional energy available
for the role of parent. They were also placed in this categoiy if the
records showed them to be emotionally stable individuals, attenpting to
meet the needs of their children. One Schizophrenic child and one less emo->
tionally disturbed child had both parents with sound emotional econony. The
remaining nine children each had one parent in this classification.
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The folloiring case is an exasqple of a schizophrenic patient with parents
of sound emotional econony*
li., age nine, showed signs of being schizophrenic as
early as the age of twenty-two months* At this time there
appeared to be a lag in his emotional development* At the
age when children are beginning to form affective ties with
others in their environment, M* was experiencing spells of
apathy and responding negatively to the affection given
him by his parents* He had a tendency to head-knocking and
echolalla was present* As M* became older he became more
aggressive in his behavior* M* * s condition was diagnosed as
schizophrenic reaction, childhood type, M**s family history
was negative regarding mental Illness* H* was a wanted
child and the off-spring of emotionally stable, well- ad¬
justed parents*
There were more parents of the schizophrenic group classified as ego-
defective than parents of the less emotionally disturbed group* According
to Glickman, parents in this category are the most seriously disturbed* In
the homes of these parents there existed both physical and emotional abuse
—from the wild rages of excessively alcoholic parents, the activities of
parents with malignant criminal records, the actively psychotic parent with
delusional behavior, to the prostitute mother both flagrant and indiscreet
in her behavior*^
The disturbances in these parents are both so great
in quantity and so destructive in location that they are
either inaccesible to help or cannot be helped soon enotigh
to spare the children their destructive influence*^
Table 1 shows that eleven parents of the schizophrenic group were ego-
defective as compared to six parents of the less emotionally disturbed grotp*
Four of the schizophrenic children had both parents classified as ego-defectiv&
One less emotionally disturbed child had both parents classified as
p* 26*
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ego*defeotive* The remaining children had one parent classified as ego-
defective with the other parent falling into another category*
The following case is an example of a child with ego-defective parents.
S*, age twelve, was referred to the h05)ital after
being seen at a clinic for child study because of de¬
lusional behavior, and repeated failure to adjust to a
boarding home situation. S. had been subjected to ex¬
treme deprivations and neglect by both parents, described
as heavy drinkers who spent most of their time in a bar*
S.'s mother openly admitted to prostitution* Neighbors
reported the activities of the parents to the police who
Investigated and took S* and her sister out of the home.
The next category of parents considered was those who feed on their chil¬
dren for mental survival* Considered the next most seiriously disturbed
group, these parents feed on their children for the maintenance of their
own health equilibrium* njust as during pregnancy, mother and child live
together mentally after birth as if they were a single unit or two undif¬
ferentiated organisms which leaves no room at all for the child's personality
to emerge an,d relate to reality* Usually the mother has been emotionally
deprived in her youth and is insatiable in her desire to fulfill her own
needs* The mother being ill-equipped to care for the child cannot endure
the responsibility that goes with child care* These parents are either
cold and detached, primitively possessive in their demands on the child,
or inconsistent in their handling of the chlld*'^ There were fourteen parents
of the schizophrenic group who fed on their children for mental sxirvival as
compared to eleven parents of the less emotionally disturbed group* Seven




to three of the less emotioiiallj distiirbed group. The remaining children
had one parent in this categoiy*
An exan^le of a child with this type of mother is shoim in the following
cases
T., age ten, was referred to the clinic because of
his poor academic performance, and inability to adjust
to his peer group, T.*s mother described as labile emo¬
tionally has a tendency to be inappropriately infanti-
lizing. She is inconsistent in her hemdling of her
children* She punishes them one moment for behanrior
she would let go hy unnoticed at another time* She con¬
stantly reminds the children not to distuii) their fa¬
ther or he will have a heart attack* The mother's
Irratlc and unpredictable behavior has affected T* more
than it has his siblings*
The fourth category of parents were those classified as narcissistic*
These parents were pleasure-loving individuals whose primary goal was their
o?m direct self-gratification. They were self-centered and inmature, having
only a minimum capacity for gaining gratification through relationships
placed ahead of self* Simie adequacy is found in these parents, which dif¬
ferentiates them from the categories already discussed, but it is of a
limited amount and utilized by the parents for themselves first, with none
left over to provide for the children*^ Two parents of the schizophrenic
grotq) was classified as narcissistic as coo^ared to eight parents of the
less emotionally disturbed groiq)* One child in the less emotionally dis¬
turbed group lad both parents classified as narcissistic*
An exai)^>le of a child with a narcissistic mother is described in the
following case situation*
T*, age nine, came to the attention of the visiting
teacher because of his aggressive, uncontrollable be¬
havior* His mother having been in this country only a
^Ibld*, pp* Ul-ii2*
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short while felt that now that she was here she could
have fun. She found it difficult to assume any respoisi-
hility toward the care of T., spending all of her time
with her girl friends* T's father, who was more matuzw,
managed to show an interest in the child, making up for
the lack of attention he received frcmi the mother.
The last category of parents was labeled parents whose neurotic equili¬
brium had broken down. Parents were so categoriced if prior to this break¬
down there had been some sort of tenuous adjustment in the parent-child re¬
lationship affording an atmosphere with positives as well as negatives.
This breakdown was a result of a reality crisis such fs death or long-time
Illness of the marital partner , or because of heightened inner conflicts
that drained the individual of all his energy bo that there was none left
to give to the child.^ There were six parents of the schizophrenic groiq)
whose neurotic equilibrium had broken down as conqpared to nine parents of
the less emotionally disturbed grotqp. One child in the schizophrenic group
had both parents whose neurotic equllibruim had broken down. This was also
true for one child in the less emotionally disturbed grotq)*
The following case isillttstrative of a parent whose neurotic equilibrium
broke down.
L., age ten, was referred for help because of an un¬
controllable tenqper, and inability to adjust to school and
his pieer group. L.'s father had placed him and his siblings
in a home for boys after the death of the mother. The fa¬
ther described as a good worker, was lacking in having the
energy available to make a livelihood and keep the family
intact. After the death of L.'s mother, the father showed
only a perfunctory Intex^st in the family, preferring to
spend his time pursuing pleasurable activities.
For two parents of the less emotionally disturbed group there was in¬
sufficient material in the case records to classify them.
^Ibld., pp. 50-53*
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Syii5)toinatic behavior exhibited by parents of the two groups is signi¬
ficant in showing that the personalities of these parents had defects
which in turn affected the personality development of the child* According
to Noyes^ attention has been called to the con^lex crosscurrents of inter¬
personal relationships as significant agents in affecting personality* One
of the most in^ortant dynamic factors arising from such a source is the
mechanism of identification* By this mechanism the child, through his love
for and wish to be like the parent of the same sex, unconsciously and auto¬
matically molds himself after the fashion of this parent and reproduces his
values and characteristics* This is an unconscious process and not a mere
imitation* If the parent is an emotibnally mature person this mechanism
may be of profound influence in the development of a well integrated per¬
sonality and of a happy adjustment*^
However, in this study each group coitained one set of parents who were
considered emotionally sound* Bender, who was quoted earlier, feels that
the more severe emotional disturbance, namely, schizophrenia, involves not
only having been subjected to traumatic experiences in a pathological
Intrafamlllal environment, but also having experienced a lag in emotional
growth in which constitutional factors play an inportant part*^
It is also true that neurotic difficulties can develop without any
reality basis* These difficulties are based on a combination of acci¬
dental and Inherent factors unfavorable for normal development*^
^Arthur P* Hqyes, Modem Clinical Psychiatry (Philadelphia, 1958),p* 23*
P* 391*
%ai^€U7et S* Mahler and Ruth Rabinovitch, "The Effects of Marital Con¬
flict on Child Development,« Neurotic interaction m Marriage* ed* Victor
W* Eisensteln (New York, 1956), p* U6*
%rital Relationship
The family unit should not only be conceived of merely as a group of
individuals who deliberately chose to live together because of conscious
affections and conunon interest, but also as a closely-knit emotional or¬
ganization of persons who have been attracted to each other and are held
together by coo^lementaiy unconscious motivations* Often , as in the case
of two people who are seeking to fulfill needs that were unmet in their
earlier stages of development, they unconsciously seek a partner who they
feel can help best satisfy these unmet needs* The result is usually one
of conflict in that the person, although an adult, reacts to sitviations
on an immature, infantile level* In this type of intrafamilial psycho¬
pathology, the family is held together by a pathol<%ical emotional balance
which is easily disturbed*^
Though children's neurosis and maladjustments are due
in large measure to intrapsychic conflict, both environ¬
mental and inherent factors play a role in varying pro¬
portions in the genesis of such disturbances* The process
of growing up is in Itself a very complex and difficult
task* There are certain crucial points at different de¬
velopmental phases which harbor particular hazards and
stresses* Such stresses are increased by discord within
the family* In a matrix of chronic marital discoird, the
parent object offers distorted images* Their responses
as emotional sounding boards to tte child's reaching out
for love cannot be true ones* Hence, the development of
the child's object relationship is impaired and tte task
of directing and neutralizing the child's normal aggres¬


















by Crisis 1 2
Where there is Mutually
Gratifying Attachment 1 U
Where there is Psychic
Attachment After Dis¬
solution of The Re¬
lationship 1 -
Totals 20 20
For purposes of studly the writer used Regensburg's fomulation of
several categories of marital relationship*^ In addition to these cate¬
gories is included one formulated by the writer namely, "Where There Is
Mutual Gratification," which indicates the positive range* This category
was added to present a range which included positive as well as negative
^Jeanette Regensburg, "Application of Psychoanalytic Concepts," Neuro-




factors* The categories of marital relationship are:
1* Where Diere Is Mutual Gratification*
2* Where Tensions Are Gratifying*
3* Where Tensions Are Intolerable*
4* Where Mutual Gratification Is Disturbed by Crisis*
5* Where There Is Mutually Cbratifying Attachment
6* Vfliere There Is Psychic Attachment After Dissolution of The
Relationship*
Two families — one for the schizophrenic group and one for the less
emotionally disturbed grotip — had a relationship in vAiich there was mutual
gratification* In this category were found marital relationships in which
there was a mutual attraction between two emotionally well-adjusted marital
partners* The marital relationship in both of these families was described
in the ease records as being a good one* Both families expressed concern
for the patients and cooperated with hospital personnel in helping their
children effect a better adjustment.
In the next category, "Where Tensions Are Gratifying," there were toi
parents for the schizophrenic group as compared with six families for the
less emotionally disturbed group* In this category are found marriage re¬
lationships in which tensions are mutually gratifying consciously or \m-
consciously or both. In these sitiiations there seans to be a mutual de¬
pendency growing out of the support each spouse obtains from the other for
his unhealthy needs* The usual pattern in this kind of relationship seems
to be one of livlng-in-conflict, and the partners are ordinarily, people
whose ego matinrity and integration are markedly Inadequate, but who des¬




This couple^ parents of a schizophrenic patient, blamed
all of their marital diffictilties on the patient. They felt
that the patient's behavior kept them in constant conflict
vdth each other* The father felt that the patient demanded
all of the mother's attention* He was described as being
tense and anxious, and demanding a great deal of attention
from the mother* The patient had had a series of boarding
home placements prior to admission to the hospital* Both
parents felt the marriage was satisfactory, and that they
got along well >dien the patient was not around, stating
that they found it difficult to put up with her*
In the third category, "Where Tensions are Intolerable," there were
seven families in the less emotionally disturbed groxip as compared with six
families in the schizophrenic grot^* lliese are marriage relationships in
vAiich tensions are ungratifying and intolerable, and in >dilch change is
desired by one or both partners* In these situations each pqi^ner may or
may not be capable of meeting the matxure aspirations of the other* These
marriages very often end in divorce*^ Hie following is an example of this
type of marital relationship i^ich ended in divorce*
The father in this family was described as an in¬
adequate person requiring a great deal of attention frcan
the mother* To make up for his own inadequacies he ^im¬
posed harsh, punitive measures on the family, expecting
perfection from, them. He did noi engage in pleasurable
activities with the family, neither did he assume the
proper responsibility for them* The mother in this family,
due to her own dependency needs, and because of the poor
relationship between her and her partner, sought affection
from the children* Because of the intolerable tension ex¬
isting in this family, the father enlisted in the service
and the marriage was later dissolved*
In the fourth category, "Where Mutual Ratification Is Disturbed by.
Czdsis," there were two families for the less emotionally disturbed group
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as compared to one family for the schizophrenic group. In this type of
marriage relationship there is mutual gratification and a consistent balance —
either healthy or unhealthy -> but in >dilch a crisis has occurred, often
due to unreasonably severe external pressures. At times this pressure re¬
sults from an Intrapsychio conflict in one spouse whose otherwise successful
defenses are weakened.^ An example of this type of marital situation is as
follows:
In this family the mother was given to psychotic epi¬
sodes and had to be hospitalized. The father,a well-edu¬
cated man, maintained the family balance throu^ patience
and perseverance. He had made many sacrifices in an effort
to meet the needs of his family; he had held positions
other than his chosen profession in an attempt to meet the
needs of his sick wife.
The fifth category, "Where There Is Mutually Gratifying Attachment," is
a marriage relationship in vAiich two people have lived for a long time in
physical proximity without manifest interpersonal relationship but tdiose
comfort is disturbed by a change in the family situation. These unions seem
characterized by a lack of identification of one paartner with the other,
each partner apt to be detached, remote, and narcissistic.^ There were four
families of the less emotionally disturbed group and one of the schizophrenic
group falling in this category. To illustrate this type of relationship the
following case was selected.
The father, described as an ineffectual, passive indi¬
vidual, was engaged in a job that kept him away fraa his
family three weeks out of the month. This arrangement was
accepted by both partners idio felt there was no need to




detached* At times fdien either one or the other felt that
this balance was threatened, they sou^t help only in terms
of maintaining this tedious marital relationship*
In the last category, "Where There Is Psychic Attachment After Dis¬
solution of The Relationship," one family of the schizophrenic group was
found* This category contained no families of the less emotionally dis¬
turbed group* In this type of relationship the union has been dissolved
by physical separation, of the spouses,but the psychic bonds have not been
served hy one or both of the partners* In this kind of broken union one
of the partners has an active place in the mental and social life of the
other partner and of the diildren, if they exist* Li these unions ~ yitiLdti
really are not broken — the original tensions live on and are manifested
in the behavior and verbalisation of the mother and children An example
of this type of relationship is seen in the following case*
This couple, after having lived together for a period
of ten years, became divorced* Case records did not indi¬
cate vdiether either parent had remarried, but they did con¬
tinue to see each other on account of the children* The
father in this family stated that his relaxed American
standards could not be reconciled with his wife’s rigid
European standards» The patient in this case lived al¬
ternately with each parent,
More parents of the schizophrenic group maintained a relationship in idiich
both partners showed evidence of manifesting a neurotic need for each other,
in vdiich there was constant conflict* The comparison was small between
families of the two groups, who foiand the marital relationship Intolerable
and sou^t means to dissolve it throu^ divorce or desez^ion*
There were four times as many families of the less emotionally disturbed
Ibid*. p* 260*
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group as there were of the schizophrenic group who found gratification
in a relationship in which the partners lived in physical proximity but
without experiencing a warm interpersonal relationship.
Parental Attitudes
The attitudes of parents toward their children are contributing factors
to the behavior of the child. All parents do not feel the same way towards
their children. Attitudes of parents may vary, A parent may not feel the
same way toward his child all the time. If the overall attitude of the
parent is one of kindness and concern, the child’s security is not threaten¬
ed when there is a slight change in the parent’s attitudes. It is when
parents convey adverse attitudes continuously toward the child that his be¬
havior is affected,
English and Pearson classify adverse parental attitudes into four
groups,^




in this study, the writer considered not only the adverse attitudes,
but also those parental attitudes that appeared to be favorable. The
Trriter has also added to this group of parental attitudes ’’inconsistency,’*
Inconsistency in attitude and handling of the child is a very inn
portant factor. It has been felt by many authorities in the psychiatric
^0. Spurgeon English and Gerald H, J. Pearson, Emotional Problems of
Living (New York, 1955), p. llli*
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and pediatric fields that Inconsistent parental handling Is a factor irhlch






Parents of Less Emo¬
tionally Disturbed
Children.
Mother Father Total Mother Father Total
Parental Indifference k 7 11 8 7 15
Rejection 10 7 17 5 8 13
Oveiprotection 2 - 2 3 - 3
Over-indulgence - - - - - -
Inconsistency - - - 1 - 1
Parental Concern 3 6 9 2 3 5
Not Indicated 1 - 1 1 2 3
Total 20 20 ho 20 20 lo
Parental indifference was greater for the less emotionally disturbed
groiq? than for the schizophrenic group. According to English and Pearson
parental indifference encountered during the first year or so of life can
have severe effects on the child at the time and on his ability later to
develop adequately.
^Letter from Mr. Kurt Spitzer (Supervisor of Social Work Education,
May 9, 1959).
■Qp, cit., p. Il5.
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More parents of the schizophrenic group were rejecting of their chil¬
dren than were the parents of the less emotionallj disturbed group. The
reasons given for parental rejection varied. Four mothers of the schizo¬
phrenic group verbalized this by feeling that the child’s behavior was
responsible for the rejection. One mother of this group said she was re¬
lieved to have the child away from the home. Another mother said that the
relationship between her and her husband was better when the child was not
around. Still another mother rejected her child by leaving home, leaving
the child with his father.
More fathers than mothers in the less emotionally disturbed group re¬
jected their children. Rejection was shown by desertion, or placing the
child in a boarding home after the death of the mother, and showing only
a perfunctory interest in himj rather choosing to spend his spare time in
pleasurable activities such as drinking and gambling. This father also
protested to contributing to the support of the child after having placed
him. One mother in this group rejected her child, saying the child did not
seem to want her love and she did not want to give it. She also coii5)ared
the child unfavorably to an older deceased sibling and to a younger sibling.
Mary of the parents showed rejection of their children through their
punitive attitudes toward them. The father of one child inflicted such
punitive measures on him that he developed nightmares in which a huge man
was threatening him.
Parental rejection may be seen in the way the child is handled. These
children are usually scolded and punished on the slightest provocation. If
the child attempts any demonstration of affection he is pushed away. He
receives no praise for anything he does no matter how well he has done it.
3U
Rejective parents are usually harsh^ domineering, and
strict* If a parent does not reject the child but is a
harsh domineering, person the effect on the child will be
similar to that of rejection* The parent who rejects his
child may be conscious of his feelings of hatred toward
the child and also conscious that his behavior toward him
is the result of the feeling of hatred* He may be con¬
scious of his dislike of the child and at the same time
feel that this feeling is inadvisable and may consciously
atteopt to act toward the child as if he did not hate
him* However, the atten^t is usually unsuccessful be¬
cause the force of the hatred will overcome the con^
sclous attempt at action and because the child can sense
the underlying hatred, for children are very intuitive ~
intuitive enough to sense the real attitude of adults*^
Two parents of the schizophrenic group were overprotectlve as conqpared
to three parents of the less emotionally disturbed group* These parents
are described as being unconscious of their feelings of hatred of the child*
Should these feelings come to the surface, the parent, in an effort to re¬
press them, develops fears that some terrible catastrophe might happen to
the child*^ One such mother refused to allow her son to take part in out¬
side activities for fear of hurting himself* Another mother’s overpro¬
tectiveness was eaqpressed through her efforts to keep her son an Infant
and not let him grow up*
One parent was described as being inconsistent in her handling of the
child* This inconsistency was shown by coddling the child after imposing
punitive measures on him*
There were parents in both groups who showed concern for their children,
nine parents of the schizophrenic group as compared to five parents of the
less emotionally disturbed group* These parents were concerned about their
^0* Spurgeon English and Gerald H* J. Pearson, fimotional Problems Of
Living (New York, 1955)* p* 117*
^Ibid*, p* 119*
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children's behavior and expressed an interest in wanting them to make an
adequate adjustment. In each group there were more fathers than mothers
caressing parental concern*
Parental rejection^ the most severe of all the parental attitudes^ was
predominant among parents of the schizophrenic group* It was also found
that there were more mothers in this grovqp who rejected their children*
This would suggest that parental attitudes are influential in the develop¬
ment of schizophrenia* Bettelheim states that direct connections have been
established between maternal attitudes and the behavior of the schizo¬
phrenic child*^ According to this author^ some studies seem to view the
schizophrenic child as an appendage of maternal pathology* Because the
Infant is totally dependent on the mother physiologically, he is also
viewed as being dependent on her psychologically* From the time he is
bom, his psychological reactions are not only shaped tsy, but shape his
mother's relation to him*
^runo Bettelheim, "Schizophrenia As A Reaction to Extreme Situations,"
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, XXXI, (1956), pp* 507-5l8*
CHAPTER 17
SUMMARI AND CONCLUSIONS
m this study the writer atten5)ted to make a con5)arison between the
intrafamllial relationships found in the background of schizophrenic
children and less emotionally disturbed children* Patients from Northville
State Hospital and Hawthorne Center were used in the study* Twenty cases
were selected from each institution. Patients used in the study were be¬
tween the ages of seven and seventeen* This study was conducted for the
purpose of finding out if there were differences between the intrafamilial
relationships of schizophrenic children and less emotionally disturbed
children*
The study was divided into five major headings:
1* Conditions Immediately Prior To Admission*
2* General Information Concerning Parents*
3* Classification of Parents*
li* Marital Relationship*
5* Parental Attitudes*
On admission it was found that twelve of the schizophrenic children
lived with both natural parents as con^ared to eleven of the lessanotlonally
disturbed children* The remainder of the children for both groiqjs either
lived with one natural parent or in some bther type of living situation
such as a foster home, boarding home, or an institution for delinquents*
All of the parents of the schizophrenic children were legally married*
However, only thirteen were living together; the other parents were either
divorced, separated, or deceased* Nineteen parents of the less emotionally
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distuited children were legally married* Thirteen of these parents were
living together} the remainder were divorced, separated, or deceased*
The age range for parents of both grovgjs was between thirty-five
and forty years* Over half of the fathers in both groups were empltyed.
Except for a few, the mothers in both groiqps were not en^jlpyed.
m comparing the psychological adjustment of parents in the tiro groups
it was foimd that both contained one set of paiwnts of sound emotional
economy*
It was found that there was a greater degree of pathology in the
parents of the schizophrenic children* There were more ego-defective
parents in this group, and more parents who fed on their children for
mental survival* There was also found in the less emotionally disturbed
group a concentration of parents who fed on their children for mental sur¬
vival* However, there was a representative frequency of parents in this
group who were narcissistic and whose neurotic equilibrium had broken down*
Glickman,^ as quoted earlier in this study, feels that ego-defective parents
and parents who feed on their children for mental survival are the most
seriously disturbed, and are responsible for much of theasocial behavior
of the child* These parents do not have the capacity to afford an emo¬
tional climate conducive to the healthy ego-development of the child* The
less emotionally dlstuxbed children, on the other hand, were es^osed to an
environment in which the parents had the capacity to give the child some
warmth and affection, but with some inconsistency* There was a heavier
concentration of parents who were narcissistic and whose neurotic equilibruim
Esther Glickman, op* clt*, Ch* 2*
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had broken down* These parents are considered the least disturbed*
In looking at marital relationships between the two groiqps^ a con¬
centration of parents of the schizophrenic children was found in the cate¬
gory, "Where Tensions are Gratifying," which infers to that type of re¬
lationship in which tensions exist, though satisfying to the marital part¬
ners* On the other hand parents of the less emotionally disturbed children
e^qpereinced a greater range in relationships with the largest concentration
in the category, "Where Tensions are Intolerable," and including the cate¬
gories "Where Tensions are Gratifying" and "Where There is Mutually Gratify¬
ing Attachment,"
Marital conflict affects the emotional development of the child in a
number of ways* The young child's period of clinging to the mother is pro¬
longed where there is conflict* The period of normal symbiosis had not been
satisfied, making it difficult to move on to the next stage of development*
"Marital discord in the oedipal phase makes resolution of the conflict dif¬
ficult, since this is accon^jlished through identification with the parent
of the same sex*^
A con^)arison of parental attitudes revealed a sizable number of parents
in both groups who showed concern for their children* It also showed that
there was a concentration of parents in both grov^js who were indifferent
and rejecting of their children. parent was inconsistent in her handling
of the child* Inconsistency in attitude and handling of the child is an
important factor* It accounts for much of the emotional maladjustment found
Margaret S* Mahler and Ruth Rabinovitch, op* cit«, p* 52*
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in children* Twice as many mothers in the schizophrenic group rejected
their children* Many writers in the field of psychiatry feel that there
is a relationship between maternal rejection^ whether overt or covert, and
schizophrenia. Bettelheim.ls of the opinion that there is a direct con¬
nection between maternal attitudes and the behavior of the schizophrenic
child* He states further, that some studies seem to view the schizophrenic
child as not much more than a ne^gible appendage of maternal pathology.^
Reichard and Tlllmam are in agreement that there is a relationship between
maternal rejection and schizophrenia, but note in tiaeir studies that some
of these attitudes are found in non-schizophrenic families, however, they
are less severe*^
The writer feels that this study mi^t be helpful to practitioners in
the field of social work who are concerned with the psychological, physio¬
logical and sociological factors which tend to make up the total individual.
As was found in this study the emotional climate of the home as well as
early intrafamllial relationships are factors which bear directly on the
emotional development of the child* (This does not rule out certain other
etiological factors which are of equal importance). An understanding of
the parent, the marital relationship, and the parent-child relationship,
will assist the social worker and other team members in having a better
understanding of the child and his behavioral problems* As quoted
earlier in this writing, the cosplex crosscurrents of interpersonal relation¬
ships are significant agents in affecting personality. One of the most
^Bettelheim, op.cit., pp* $07-518*
2
S* Reichard and C. Tillman, »Pattems of Parent-Child Relationships in
Schizophrenia," Psychiatry, XEII (1956) 2U7, quoted in Leopold Beliak, ed.
Schizophrenia (New lors, 1958), p* 95*
dynamic factors arising from these inteipersonal relationships is the
mechanism of identification. By this mechanism the child, through his
love for and wish to he like his parents, unconsciously and automatically
molds himself after the fashion of his parents and reproduces ihelr values
and characteristics. This is an unconscious process and not a mere imi¬
tation, If the parent is an emotionally mature person this mechanism may
he of profound influence in the develc^ment of a well integrated personality
and of a happy adjustment,^




Case Ho* No* of Adm. Date Name of Inst.
Place of Birth Age Sex Education Diag.
CONDITIONS IMMEDIATELT PRIOR TO ADMISSION
Ck* One
A* Oira Fajnily Care Yes No
Child Liv. With
1* Both own pnts
Ck* One
B* Subst. Fam* Care Yes No
Child Liv, in
1* Adoptive home
2* Father only 2* Free prmt* home
3* Mother only
U* Fa, & Stepfa
5* Mo, & Stepfa
6* with iTelatives
3.* Pvt, Foster home
U* Boarding home





C* Instl* Facils, Yes No
Child liv, with
Ck* One
B* Parental Stat^ les No







E. Whereabouts of pnts*
















II. GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING PARENTS
Ck Appr, Col
A. Age Group Mo. Fa. N.I.
20-2U
Ck. Appr Col.
B. Source of Inc. Mo. Fa. N. I.
1. Self-employed





C* Educ. Group Mo. Fa. N.I.
Less than 8 yrs.
Less than 12 yrs.
1-3 yrs college
College grad or higher
> * *
Ck.Appr.*.Col








III. CUSSIFICATION OF PARENTS
ClfcAppr.Col,
. Mo« Fsi. N.X.








C. Feed on their children for
mental survival
1» Symbiotic parents
a. Cold & detached
b# Uses child as crutch





















- b* long-time ill
2* Internal conflicts


















Where There Is Mutual Gratification*
Where Tensions are Gratifying*
Where Tensions are Intolerable,
Where Mutual Gratification Is Disturbed by Crisis.
When There Is Mutually Gratifying Attachment*
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